President's Report:  – Dr. Phil Hughes (Absent)
Spring Presidents Meeting, Jerry Zwiesler: It’s a good idea to keep our name in front of this. The information we are collecting is good and helpful. The club managers may be a bit leery about this happening without them, but Steve Jurick indicated he may speak at the Club Manager’s October meeting to clarify.
Board trip to Pine Valley, Hugh Wall: Not too many guys can go as of now, we may look to reschedule

Membership Report:  – Jerry Zwiesler
Updated Insurance Policy? Yes.

Tournament Report:  – Dave Novotny
Review of Spring Four Ball: Lost only $80, which is respectable considering the fact that we were up against three other tournaments on the same day, as well as poor weather. There was discussion about trying to get our schedule out ahead of everyone else’s in the future, and to try and make our tournaments prestigious enough to draw the area’s best golfers. In order to be a valid organization and to receive any respect as an organization, our tournaments must be successful. Discussion moved to how we can alter our advertising/marketing of these tourneys to do this. –Word of mouth, -Multiple posters for each club for each individual tournament, -High School golf coaches...


Course Rating Report:  – Bob Rosencrans, Harry Murray
Rated Locust Hills, both courses, and Lakeland. Steve Jurick asked whether or not we should revisit the Moraine ratings. Apparently club personnel are a bit unhappy with the new ratings, as they have fallen noticeably. There was discussion about rating procedures and the need to stay fair to everyone in order to gain respect of anyone.

GHIN Report:  – Hugh Wall
GHIN Windows Version testing: are up and running at four clubs. We’ve had a couple of lock-up glitches after people input their scores, but nothing major. The new beta-versions are coming out about every two weeks, and better each time.
Handicomp Lawsuit was dismissed.
Dynamic Solutions International Update: One version is up and running at Greene C.C., but service from the company is still a question. There was discussion about whether we may be setting ourselves up for a fall later on down the road if DSI ever decided they didn’t need us or GHIN. It was decided the GHIN just needs to get better.

Treasures Report:  – Skip Snow (Absent)

Media Report:  – Jim Finke
Bill to Proforma: must be paid soon. The problem is cash flow, as we’ve just sent out our initial GHIN billing for this year. Hugh Wall motioned to extend the credit line by $10,000 in order to take care of this quickly. Motion seconded by Jim Finke.

Misc.
Bob Rosencrans mentioned that he still has two U.S. Open tickets available, and contrary to popular belief, there are still places to stay.

NEXT MEETING, July 6th, 6pm, Dayton CC